Animals At The Zoo

"Animals At The Zoo" is a collection of original easy-to-learn songs that teach children about animals they may visit at the zoo. Since children live an attunement for animals and musical rhythms, songs are excellent vehicles to educate children in a fun way about some of the animals that live in their world. The collection also creates an appreciation for different species, and evokes observation, feelings, and imagination.

Bobby Susser Songs

For Children Ages 2-8, Grades Pre-K - 3. Including ESL & Special Education Children. Parent/Teacher notes, suggested activities and lyrics included. Home & Classroom Tested

A Trip To The Zoo

by Bobby Susser

1. The child/children may sing along to this prelude of the introductory song, "A Trip To The Zoo.
2. The parent/teacher should tell the child/children that animals at the zoo may be looked at but not touched because they may be dangerous.
3. There's nothing like the animals at the zoo. It's always so much fun for me and you. There's nothing like the animals at the zoo. There's nothing like the animals at the zoo.

The Friendly King Of The Jungle (The Chorus)

by Bobby Susser

1. The child/children may join in the chorus or just sing, "Hi There."
2. The parent/teacher should ask the child/children, "What do you think?"
3. The setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to dance along to the song. A parrot can't keep a secret.
4. The setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to dance along to the song...A parrot can't keep a secret. But everybody knows that they talk talk talk. So a parrot can't keep a secret.
5. The setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to dance along to the song. A parrot can't keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A parrot can't keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret.

A Turtle Named Tommy

by Bobby Susser

1. The child/children may join in the chorus or just sing, "Hi There."
2. The parent/teacher should ask the child/children, "What do you think?"
3. The setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to dance along to the song. A parrot can't keep a secret.
4. The setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to dance along to the song. A parrot can't keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A parrot can't keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret.
5. The setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to dance along to the song. A parrot can't keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A parrot can't keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret. A rabbit could keep a secret.
the song.
3. The parent/teacher want to tell the child/children that elephants are the largest animals that live on land.
4. The parent/teacher may want to discuss with the child/children things an elephant can do with its trunk, like breathes and smells with it, uses it to eat and drink (carries food and water to its mouth with its trunk), and grasps objects with it just as a person does with a hand.
5. The parent/teacher may tell the child/children that elephants are very smart and have excellent memories. Then ask the child/children to draw a picture of an elephant that is doing something that it learned.

There's an elephant named Ed
With a big big head
And he once said
I wish that I could fit my head
in a real soft bed

He can tickle his round toes
With his long long nose
It's not a hose
This real long trunk we call his nose
that can touch his toes

He'll remember every name
In his big smart brain
He learns hard games
Learns hard games and remembers names
in his big smart brain

And he has such different friends
Like the mouse and hen
Named Ben and Gwen
He has so many different friends
like the mouse and hen

You can see much more of Ed
With his big big head
Just go ahead
Right to the zoo where you'll see Ed
with his big big head

Matthew The Monkey
by Bobby Susser
1. The child/children may join in the chorus.
2. If the setting is appropriate and safe, the child/children may want to jump and dance like Matthew the monkey.

A Horse With Stripes
by Bobby Susser
1. The child/children may sing the line, "Zach the zebra is a horse with stripes"
2. The child/children may clap hands to the song.
3. The parent/teacher may want to tell the child/children that zebras' stripes make them different than all other members of the horse family. And that some zebras have dark brown and white stripes.
4. The parent/teacher may want to read a picture book about zebras to the child/children.

Alice The Giraffe
by Bobby Susser
1. The child/children may join in the chorus.
2. The parent/teacher may display a poster of a giraffe.
3. The parent/teacher may tell the child/children that the giraffe is the tallest of all animals, taller than the great big elephant which is the second tallest animal.
4. The child/children may draw a
It
I have to look so high
I have to look so high
I can't see your face
I can't see your face
Bring it down to my face
Bring it down to my face

Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe

There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo

You're taller than some trees
You're taller than some trees
You're taller than some trees
You're taller than some trees
You're taller than some trees
You're taller than some trees

Bend on down to my toes
Bend on down to my toes
Bend on down to my toes
Bend on down to my toes
Bend on down to my toes
Bend on down to my toes

Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe
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Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe
Alice the giraffe

Some children may wish to draw pictures of a seal with slippers
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Some children may wish to draw pictures of a seal with slippers

There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo

There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo

The child/children may pantomime the
The child/children may pantomime the
The child/children may pantomime the
The child/children may pantomime the
The child/children may pantomime the
The child/children may pantomime the
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The zoo 's a place where children can draw pictures of
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The zoo 's a place where children can draw pictures of
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There are some other things
There are some other things
There are some other things
There are some other things
There are some other things
There are some other things

The birds spread their wings
The birds spread their wings
The birds spread their wings
The birds spread their wings
The birds spread their wings
The birds spread their wings

There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
There's a seal at the zoo
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Animals At The Zoo

1. Animals At The Zoo (Prelude) 0:40
2. A Trip To The Zoo 2:30
3. A Parrot Can't Keep A Secret 3:03
4. A Joey 2:31
5. The Friendly King Of The Jungle (Hi There) 2:51
6. A Turtle Named Tommy 4:05
7. An Elephant Named Ed 3:14
8. Matthew The Monkey 3:47
9. A Horse With Stripes 2:18
10. Alice The Giraffe 2:31
11. There's A Seal At The Zoo 2:27
12. The Birds Fly And Sing 3:05
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